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This Talk

• We focus on Massively Parallel Computation (MPC) model


- Many of our discussion will be relevant to other models such as 
Streaming , Sublinear Time , or Distributed algorithms 


• We will focus on graph coloring as a representative example


- Many of our discussion will also be relevant to other problems  


• We will cover a brief history of techniques in the MPC model


- Heavily biased by my own experience 


• Discuss some very recent developments 



Graph Coloring

• Proper -coloring: 


- Assign a color from the 
palette  to vertices 


- Adjacent vertices receive 
different colors 
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: number of vertices     

: maximum degree   

n
Δ
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-Coloring(Δ + 1)

• Every graph  can be colored 
with  colors greedily


• Extremely simple algorithm: 
often taught in undergraduate 
courses


• Extremely efficient by 
“traditional standards”:        
linear time and space 

G
(Δ + 1)



MPC Model

• We have  machines with memory  each


• Edges of the graph are originally partitioned between the 
machines in a balanced but arbitrary way


•  is enough to store the input graph and ideally not more


• We will focus on the  regime: near-linear MPC 

p s

p × s

s = Õ(n)



A Brief History
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Graph Algorithms in the MPC Model 

• Approach I: Simulate PRAM algorithms directly in MPC 


- [Karloff, Suri, Vassilvitskii, SODA 2010], … 



Example:  coloring(Δ + 1)

• [Luby, STOC 1985]: A PRAM algorithm for  coloring* 


- Solves the problem in  parallel rounds 

(Δ + 1)

O(log n)

* actually for maximal independent set but works the same for coloring as well
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Example:  coloring(Δ + 1)

• Why  rounds?





• Similar things happen in subsequent rounds


• So each round reduces number of remaining vertices by a 
constant factor in expectation

O(log n)

Prob(coloring a vertex permanently in first round) = (1 −
1

Δ + 1
)Δ = Ω(1)

1. Tentatively sample an available color uniformly at random

2. If no conflict, color the vertex permanently

3. Repeat until the graph is colored



Example:  coloring(Δ + 1)

• Simulating in the MPC model?


-  MPC rounds to send each vertex and its edges to a 
dedicated machine


- Each machine simulates the work of vertices assigned to it, 
using  MPC rounds for each PRAM round


• So we get an  round MPC algorithm 

O(1)

O(1)

O(log n)
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• Approach I: Simulate PRAM algorithms directly in MPC 
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PRAM computing unitsMPC computing units



Graph Algorithms in the MPC Model 

• Approach I: Simulate PRAM algorithms directly in MPC 


• Approach II: Simulate PRAM algorithms indirectly in MPC 



Simulating PRAM algorithms 
efficiently in MPC

• Super-linear memory regime


- Filtering [Lattanzi, Moseley, Suri, Vassilvitskii, SPAA 2011], 
Sample-and-Prune [Kumar, Moseley, Vassilvitskii, Vattani; SPAA 
2013] … 


• Near-linear memory regime


- Round compression [Czumaj, Lacki, Madry, Mitrovic, Onak, 
Sankowski; STOC 2018] … 


• Sublinear-memory regime 


- [Onak; arXiv 2018] [Ghaffari, Uitto; SODA 2019] … 
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Round Compression

• The idea behind round compression: 


- Can we simulate “many” PRAM rounds in “few” MPC rounds?


- [CLMMOS18] showed that this is possible for approximate 
matchings to get an   MPC algorithm


- Let us see a simple adaptation for graph coloring instead 


• We focus on getting an  round algorithm 

O(log log n)

O( log Δ)
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Obtain a coloring of the entire graph  
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3. Color the remaining graph locally on this machine
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Why this works?*
1. Simulate the PRAM algorithm for  rounds

2. Send the remaining graph to a single machine

3. Color the remaining graph locally on this machine

O( log Δ)

* This discussion is quite informal and not technically correct, but conveys the intuition
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Why this works?*

• Every vertex is colored with probability  in each round of the 
PRAM algorithm 


• After  rounds:


 , 


• So number of edges in the remaining graph in expectation is:


Ω(1)

O( log Δ)

𝔼[# of vertices] ≤
n

2 log Δ
𝔼[degree of a vertex] ≤

Δ

2 log Δ

n

2 log Δ
⋅

Δ

2 log Δ
=

n ⋅ Δ
2log Δ

= n

1. Simulate the PRAM algorithm for  rounds

2. Send the remaining graph to a single machine

3. Color the remaining graph locally on this machine

O( log Δ)

* This discussion is quite informal and not technically correct, but conveys the intuition



Round Compression for  
Coloring

(Δ + 1)

• This way we get an  round MPC algorithm for 
coloring 


- We used  rounds for EACH of the first  rounds 
of PRAM


- Then, used  rounds for ALL of the remaining 
 rounds of PRAM


- The key reason for latter improvement was that the graph got 
sufficiently “sparsified” 

O( log Δ) (Δ + 1)

O(1) O( log Δ)

O(1)
log Δ − O( log Δ)



Round Compression for  
Coloring

(Δ + 1)

• This can be improved to an  round algorithm


- By interleaving rounds of PRAM and “multi-round simulations”


- Roughly speaking: 


- In -th MPC round, we simulate next  rounds of PRAM 


- PRAM rounds: 1, 2,3, 4,5,6,7, 8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15, … 


O(log log Δ)

i 2i

1
2
3
4

MPC rounds



Graph Algorithms in the MPC Model 

• Approach I: Simulate PRAM algorithms directly in MPC 


• Approach II: Simulate PRAM algorithms indirectly in MPC 


- Advantage of this approach: Exponentially faster! 


- Problem? Still requires  roundsω(1)



More Recent 
Developments
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• Approach I: Simulate PRAM algorithms directly in MPC 


• Approach II: Simulate PRAM algorithms indirectly in MPC 


• Approach III: Skip the simulation altogether: Sparsification  


- Linear Sketching [Ahn, Guha, McGregor; SODA 2012] … 


- Palette sparsification [Assadi, Chen, Khanna; SODA 2019]



Sparsification in MPC

• Idea: use a key power of MPC explicitly 

PRAM computing unitsMPC computing units
If you can fit the input in the 

memory of one machine, you are 
good to go! 



Palette Sparsification  
for  Coloring(Δ + 1)

• [ACK19]: There is a randomized one (or two) round MPC algorithm 
for  coloring wherein we only need one machine of memory 

 in addition to the input.   
Δ + 1

Õ(n)
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1. Sample  colors for each vertex randomly

2. Send any conflicting edge to a single machine

3. Color the graph on conflicting edges using sampled colors

O(log n)

Coloring conflicting edges: 
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Why does this work?

• Observation 1: Any proper coloring of the conflict graph from 
sampled colors is a proper  coloring of the entire graph 


- Non conflicting edges cannot ever become monochromatic


- We only used colors from the original  colors

(Δ + 1)
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Why does this work?

• Observation 1: Any proper coloring of the conflict graph from 
sampled colors is a proper  coloring of the entire graph 


• Observation 2: With high probability, the conflict graph has 
 edges 
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Why does this work?

• Observation 1: Any proper coloring of the conflict graph from 
sampled colors is a proper  coloring of the entire graph 


• Observation 2: With high probability, the conflict graph has 
 edges 


- An edge is conflicting with probability 


- We can have at most  edges 

(Δ + 1)

O(n ⋅ log2 n)

O(log2 n/Δ)

O(n ⋅ Δ)



Why does this work?

• Observation 1: Any proper coloring of the conflict graph from 
sampled colors is a proper  coloring of the entire graph 


• Observation 2: With high probability, the conflict graph has 
 edges 


• Main question: Why should we be able to find a coloring of the 
conflict graph from the sampled graph?
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Why does this work?

• Observation 1: Any proper coloring of the conflict graph from 
sampled colors is a proper  coloring of the entire graph 


• Observation 2: With high probability, the conflict graph has 
 edges 


• Main question: Why should we be able to find a coloring of the 
conflict graph from the sampled graph? 


- Not at all clear a priori that the conflict graph is even (list-) 
colorable from the sampled colors
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Why does this work?

• Observation 1: Any proper coloring of the conflict graph from 
sampled colors is a proper  coloring of the entire graph 


• Observation 2: With high probability, the conflict graph has 
 edges 


• Main question: Why should we be able to find a coloring of the 
conflict graph from the sampled graph? 


• Palette Sparsification Theorem [ACK19]: If you sample  
colors for each vertex independently from  colors, then 
with high probability the graph can be colored by picking the color 
of each vertex from its sampled list. 

(Δ + 1)

O(n ⋅ log2 n)

O(log n)
(Δ + 1)



An -round MPC algorithm 
for  Coloring

O(1)
(Δ + 1)

• [ACK19]: There is a randomized one (or two) round MPC algorithm 
for  coloring wherein we only need one machine of memory 

 in addition to the input.   
Δ + 1

Õ(n)



An -round MPC algorithm 
for  Coloring

O(1)
(Δ + 1)

• [ACK19]: There is a randomized one (or two) round MPC algorithm 
for  coloring wherein we only need one machine of memory 

 in addition to the input.   


• More recent follow-ups: 


- [Chang; Fischer, Ghaffari, Uitto, Zheng; PODC 2019]: an 
-round MPC algorithm in the sublinear-memory 

regime  


- [Czumaj, Davies, Parter; PODC 2020]: an -round 
deterministic MPC algorithm with  memory per machine

Δ + 1
Õ(n)

O(log log log n)

O(1)
Õ(n)



Even More Recent 
Developments
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Sparsification in MPC? 

• More “practical” applications of these sparsification techniques? 


- [Assadi, Wang; ITCS 2022]: An -approximation to 
correlation clustering in one or two MPC rounds


• See also [Cohen-Addad, Lattanzi, Mitrovic, Norouzi-Fard, 
Parotsidis, Tarnawski; ICML 2021] and [Behnezhad, Charikar, 
Ma, Tan; arXiv 2022]


- [Assadi, Chatziafratis, Lacki, Mirrokni, Wang; COLT 2022]: An 
-approximation to hierarchical clustering in  

MPC rounds

O(1)

O( log n) O(1)
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Graph Algorithms in the MPC Model 

• Approach I: Simulate PRAM algorithms directly in MPC 


• Approach II: Simulate PRAM algorithms indirectly in MPC 


• Approach III: Skip the simulation altogether: Sparsification 

• Approach III++: Implicit Sparsification  


- [Assadi, Kumar, Mittal; STOC 2022]: A two-round MPC 
algorithm for -coloring with  memory per machine*Δ Õ(n)

*Main Result: Streaming Brooks’ Theorem: a single-pass semi-streaming algorithm for -coloringΔ



• One almost never needs  colors for coloring a graph … 


• The celebrated Brooks’ theorem in graph theory [Brooks; 1940]: 


- Any connected graph, beside cliques and odd-cycles, can be 
colored with  colors. 


• A fundamental result with numerous proofs and extensions. 

(Δ + 1)

Δ

-Coloring and Brook’s TheoremΔ
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MPC Algorithms for -Coloring?Δ

• Why do we even care?


- Not to “shave off” a single color in practice 


- Rather, a source of insights and ideas


• Previous techniques mostly fail for this problem:  


- Approach I: Simulate PRAM algorithms directly in MPC 


- Approach II: Simulate PRAM algorithms indirectly in MPC 


- Approach III: Skip the simulation altogether: Sparsification

Algorithm of [Panconesi and Srinivasan; STOC 1993] can give a 
 round MPC algorithmO(log2 n)



MPC Algorithms for -Coloring?Δ

• Why do we even care?


- Not to “shave off” a single color in practice 


- Rather, a source of insights and ideas


• Previous techniques mostly fail for this problem:  


- Approach I: Simulate PRAM algorithms directly in MPC 


- Approach II: Simulate PRAM algorithms indirectly in MPC 


- Approach III: Skip the simulation altogether: Sparsification

Any result here? 



MPC Algorithms for -Coloring?Δ

• Why do we even care?


- Not to “shave off” a single color in practice 


- Rather, a source of insights and ideas


• Previous techniques mostly fail for this problem:  


- Approach I: Simulate PRAM algorithms directly in MPC 


- Approach II: Simulate PRAM algorithms indirectly in MPC 


- Approach III: Skip the simulation altogether: Sparsification

Palette sparsification provably does not work for -coloring 
[ACK19]

Δ
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• High Level Ideas in [AKM22]:


- Tool 1: Sparse-Dense Decomposition a.k.a Almost-Clique 
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An MPC Algorithm for -coloringΔ

• High Level Ideas in [AKM22]:


- Tool 1: Sparse-Dense Decomposition a.k.a Almost-Clique 
Decomposition 


• A classical tool in graph theory and a staple in recent 
algorithms for graph coloring algorithms



Sparse-Dense Decomposition of 
[Reed; 1998]

max-degree
Δ = 5

Sparse vertices

Almost-clique

Almost-clique

Almost-clique: “Almost” a -clique(Δ + 1)



Sparse-Dense Decomposition of 
[Reed; 1998]

max-degree
Δ = 5

Sparse vertices

Almost-clique

Almost-clique

[Reed-98] … [Molloy-Reed-14], [Harris-Schnider-Su-16], 
[Chung-Li-Pettie-16], [Assadi-Chen-Khanna-19], 

[Halldorsson-Kuhn-Maus-Tonoyan-21], …



An MPC Algorithm for -coloringΔ

• High Level Ideas in [AKM22]:


- Tool 1: Sparse-Dense Decomposition a.k.a Almost-Clique 
Decomposition 


- Tool 2: Characterization of components in the decompositions
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Our Characterization

Sparse vertices

Almost-cliques with many  
non-edges (“holey”)

-cliques minus  
few edges (“critical”)

(Δ + 1)

-cliques with many connections 
outside (“unholey friendly”)

Δ

-cliques with few connections 
outside (“unholey lonely”)

Δ

… 

Other cases are grouped


 to the “closest” representative

among these



An MPC Algorithm for -coloringΔ

• High Level Idea in [AKM22]:


- Tool 1: Sparse-Dense Decomposition a.k.a Almost-Clique 
Decomposition 


- Tool 2: Characterization of components in the decompositions


- Tool 3: Palette sparsification (on steroids!) for handling some of 
these components
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Sparse vertices

Almost-cliques with many  
non-edges (“holey”)

-cliques minus  
few edges (“critical”)

(Δ + 1)

-cliques with many connections 
outside (“unholey friendly”)

Δ

-cliques with few connections 
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Palette Sparsification -coloringΔ

Sparse vertices
Straightforward



Palette Sparsification -coloringΔ

Almost-cliques with many  
non-edges (“holey”)

Same as [ACK19]



Palette Sparsification -coloringΔ

-cliques with many connections 
outside (“unholey friendly”)

Δ

A novel argument: uses 
randomness of outside 

colors
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Palette Sparsification -coloringΔ

-cliques minus  
few edges (“critical”)

(Δ + 1)

We have to color both endpoints of non-
edge the same. It Is not going to happen with 

palette sparsification
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Palette Sparsification -coloringΔ

-cliques with few connections 
outside (“unholey lonely”)

Δ

We are completely lost if outside vertices are 
all colored the same 



Palette Sparsification -coloringΔ

-cliques with few connections 
outside (“unholey lonely”)

Δ

The difference is that here it is extremely 
unlikely that every vertex receives the same 

color

-cliques with many connections 
outside (“unholey friendly”)

Δ
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few edges (“critical”)
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outside (“unholey friendly”)

Δ
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outside (“unholey lonely”)

Δ



An MPC Algorithm for -coloringΔ

• High Level Ideas in [AKM22]:


- Tool 1: Sparse-Dense Decomposition a.k.a Almost-Clique 
Decomposition 


- Tool 2: Characterization of components in the decompositions 
for different handling 


- Tool 3: Palette sparsification (on steroids!) for handling some of 
these components


- Tool 4: Sparse recovery to the rescue



Sparse Recovery -coloringΔ

-cliques minus  
few edges (“critical”)

(Δ + 1)

We have to color both endpoints of non-
edge the same. It Is not going to happen with 

palette sparsification



Sparse Recovery -coloringΔ

-cliques minus  
few edges (“critical”)

(Δ + 1)

• To color these almost-cliques, we need to know all their edges


• These are too many edges in general to work with directly


• But if the almost-clique is this dense, we can recover its non-edges 
instead 


• This can be done via sparse-recovery techniques



Sparse Recovery -coloringΔ

-cliques minus  
few edges (“critical”)

(Δ + 1)

• Even though the input is not sparse here, we have a sparse implicit 
representation of it 


• This is our implicit sparsification approach 



An MPC Algorithm for -coloringΔ

• High Level Ideas in [AKM22]:


- Tool 1: Sparse-Dense Decomposition a.k.a Almost-Clique 
Decomposition 


- Tool 2: Characterization of components in the decompositions 
for different handling 


- Tool 3: Palette sparsification (on steroids!) for handling some of 
these components


- Tool 4: Sparse recovery to the rescue


- Tool 5: A controlled recoloring step of prior decisions 
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The Recoloring Step
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• Ending up in a situation like this is 
unavoidable effectively 


• But since outside vertices have many 
uncolored neighbors inside the almost-
clique, we can recolor them 


• This is a highly delicate step because:


- We have to pick a color for this vertex 
which is consistent with its outside 
neighbors


- Involves reasoning about a probabilistic 
event after having revealed its 
randomness
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An MPC Algorithm for -coloringΔ

• High Level Ideas in [AKM22]:


- Tool 1: Sparse-Dense Decomposition a.k.a Almost-Clique 
Decomposition 


- Tool 2: Characterization of components in the decompositions 
for different handling 


- Tool 3: Palette sparsification (on steroids!) for handling some of 
these components


- Tool 4: Sparse recovery to the rescue


- Tool 5: A controlled recoloring step of prior decisions 

All these steps can be implemented in  
MPC rounds

O(1)



An MPC Algorithm for -coloringΔ

[AKM22]: A two-round MPC algorithm for -coloring with  
memory per machine

Δ Õ(n)
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Concluding Remarks

• We reviewed some general techniques in MPC:


- Approach I: Simulate PRAM algorithms directly in MPC 


- Approach II: Simulate PRAM algorithms indirectly in MPC 


- Approach III: Skip the simulation altogether: Sparsification


- Approach III++: Implicit Sparsification  



Concluding Remarks

• Open Questions: 


- How practical are these sparsification techniques? 


- Can (implicit) sparsification also gives an  round MPC 
algorithm for approximate matching? 


- What should Approach IV be?

O(1)

Thank you!


